Active resource transfer is a pervasive and distinctive feature of human sociality. We hypothesized that humans possess an action schema of GIVING specific for representing social interactions based on material exchange, and specified the set of necessary assumptions about giving events that this action schema should be equipped with. We tested this proposal by investigating how 12-month-old infants interpret abstract resource-transfer events. Across eight looking-time studies using a violation-of-expectation paradigm we found that infants were able to distinguish between kinematically identical giving and taking actions. Despite the surface similarity between these two actions, only giving was represented as an object-mediated social interaction. While we found no evidence that infants expected the target of a giving or taking action to reciprocate, the present results suggest that infants interpret giving as an inherently social action, which they can possibly use to map social relations via observing resource-transfer episodes.
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Introduction
Humans regularly transfer food and non-food items, both reactively (i.e., under solicitation) and proactively, with kin and non-kin alike (Gurven, 2004; Jaeggi, Burkart, & Van Schaik, 2010) . Resource-transfer practices within and between households have been documented virtually for any known society. Moreover, the archeological record contains telling evidence of sharing networks dating back to the late Upper Paleolithic, as inferred by specific site structures and butchering patterns (Enloe, 2003) . This is in stark contrast with the typical resource sharing behavior of non-human primates, where the most prevalent type of resource transfer is passive food sharing, generally consisting in one individual obtaining food from another without the possessor's active help (Brosnan & de Waal, 2002) . Active food sharing, consisting in one individual voluntarily handing food to another, is on the other hand virtually absent in non-human primates (de Waal, 1989; Feistner & McGrew, 1989; Ueno & Matsuzawa, 2004) , totaling a mere 1% in almost 10,000 observations of food transfer (in capuchins: Stevens & Hauser, 2005) . The few documented instances of active resource transfer are mostly limited to captivity settings, either in token exchanges with human experimenters (Brosnan & de Waal, 2005; Hyatt & Hopkins, 1998) or under direct solicitation by physically impeded conspecifics (Celli, Tomonaga, Udono, Teramoto, & Nagano, 2006; Nissen & Crawford, 1936; Yamamoto, Humle, & Tanaka, 2009 ). An exception to this pattern is represented by Callitrichids, which proactively transfer high-quality food items in the wild. Tellingly, however, such provisioning behavior is mostly restricted to parental-care contexts (Brown, Almond, & Bergen, 2004; Jaeggi & van Schaik, 2011 
